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On being sick
Musings about kindness, side effects, and slowing down

Editor’s Note: Ted Burns is the founding editor of
our podcast, an enormously successful venture,
bringing Neurology® and AAN content to listeners
worldwide. One of the highlights of the podcast to
date was Ted’s insightful and moving discussion
when he was initially diagnosed with cancer. In pre-
senting this update, we continue a series of pieces
that present a patient or caregiver’s views; these are
important and informative, and we hope that our
readership (or listeners) will benefit by seeing these
perspectives.—Robert A. Gross, MD, PhD, FAAN

Journal entry: I’m currently sitting in the chemother-
apy suite, getting my infusions, and it’s going well.
Once again, everyone at the university has been kind
to us and it’s been a pleasant day, despite the “toxic”
therapies entering my body. This brings up what I
want to write about today: kindness. The most remark-
able thing about all my interactions here is how con-
sistently kind everyone has been. The kindness comes
from those at the registration desk, schedulers, diag-
nostic radiology and radiation oncology techs, doctors
and nurses, and all the others with whom I have inter-
acted for my care since 2013. It first struck me as
paramount back in 2013, when we were going through
head-spinning diagnoses and treatments, and it has
meant the most to my wife and me ever since. I men-
tioned this in a letter to the administration back in
2013 and suggested to them that the word “kindness”
be messaged front-and-center as what we all strive to
accomplish at work each day; but instead the leader-
ship has focused on acronym messages that I’m not
sure anyone is able to memorize. Despite this, everyone
has consistently treated me and my family with noth-
ing but kindness. Of course, I have the luxury of
knowing many of my doctors, knowing their reputa-
tions and knowing that they probably wouldn’t be here
in the first place if they weren’t at the top of their fields,
and so I haven’t needed them to impress me with their
smarts and skills, allowing me to notice first and fore-
most how they treat me and my family as human
beings, as people.

My 2013 oncologist, now retired, told us in 2013
that he “wasn’t going to kill me with kindness”; in

other words, he said, just because he knew me and
liked me did not mean he wasn’t still going to ham-
mer me with high doses of chemotherapy and take the
necessary risks. During all this, however, he still
treated me kindly. The point here, especially for
any young doctors reading, is that you can still treat
patients aggressively and put them through necessary
pain caused by side effects, if that’s what’s best for the
patient, regardless of how much you like the person.
I’ve heard it said that we should create some sort of
emotional distance between us and our patients to
provide the best care, but I’m not sure that’s always
necessary and think that advice may be misguided, as
I believe it’s possible to be close to your patients and
yet to treat them appropriately, judiciously, and
objectively. I have viewed most of my patients as
my friends and tried to talk with them as friends,
but that has not stopped me from treating them
aggressively at times, just as my oncologists have done
for me.

One tends to get a little philosophical during che-
motherapy and I’m doing that now: I have tried to
teach my residents and fellows that one of the most
important things they can do with every encounter is
to convey kindness. Their concern, intelligence, acu-
men, professionalism, and intellectual curiosity need
to back this up to complete their role, of course, but if
they don’t convey kindness it is not likely the patient–
doctor relationship can meet its potential, if it goes
anywhere at all. This is not to say I’ve been perfect, as
I’m sure I haven’t been, but it’s something I’ve strived
to do over the years, especially since I became
a patient in 2013 and better understood what it’s all
about. I guess it’s not bad advice for everyone with all
interactions.

Journal entry: During my first chemotherapy
round, I asked my oncologist to remind me when I
lose my hair, to which she replied, “17 days, on aver-
age.”Well, I’m day 15 now and I’m definitely starting
to lose some hair, especially when showering.

This all reminds me of a story: I used to run the
neurology residency program at the University of
Virginia and every autumn we’d give a weekly tour
to our residency applicants from around the country
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on their interview day. One stop on the tour was to
the 150-year-old “Pratt” ginkgo tree near the univer-
sity chapel. I would tell the applicants how amazing
ginkgo trees are because they’ve been on this earth for
over 270 million years (even before dinosaurs) and
also because they drop all their golden autumn leaves
essentially overnight in early December. I told them
you can walk by a golden ginkgo tree one day (it was
on my walk home from work) and the next morning
all the leaves might be on the ground. Fascinating.
Andy Southerland, MD, took over the residency pro-
gram in 2013, and that autumn he’d tell the appli-
cants the same story. As he’s doing this one afternoon,
an applicant stops him mid-story to point out that the
tree has lost perhaps only a quarter of its leaves, with
plenty still remaining on the tree, prompting Andy to
reply with what was about the only thing he could
say: “Dammit, Ted.” This incident led to a prized gift
from my residency program director days, a t-shirt
given to me by the graduating residents with an image
of a ginkgo leaf and the quote, “Dammit, Ted.” For
the record, it takes about a week for a ginkgo tree to
lose its leaves. This pace reminds me of the pace of my
hair loss. What’s especially nice about this story is
that, just like the ginkgo tree, my hair will reliably
come back when it’s ready to do so. Having said all
that, I’ll probably go to the barber and get my head
shaved tomorrow.

Journal entry: I think I inherited and acquired
from my parents much of my love of multitasking,
which is the topic for today. I love multitasking at
work, for example, when I’m supervising neuromus-
cular clinic or the EMG laboratory, vetting the
Neurology podcast, preparing a podcast interview,
communicating with someone about a clinical
research project, doing committee work, writing, in-
teracting with colleagues, reading medical literature,
or planning an upcoming meeting. I love it. How-
ever, I’ve learned over the years to turn off my com-
puter monitor and put down my phone when
a resident or fellow walks in to discuss a patient;
but then I fill my daytime nooks and crannies with
fun and interesting work. I have so much help at work
and home that allows me to go about my day this
way, including my wife, Bonnie, and everyone at
work (you know who you are). Multitasking makes
my day much more productive, enriching, and effi-
cient. Perhaps I do too much of it at times but overall
I believe it allows me to contribute more to the greater
good by accomplishing more at work, including for
patient care, clinical research, physician and patient
education, leadership, and patient advocacy, locally
and nationally.

When my chemotherapy gives me chemo brain,
which it consistently does from days 3–18 after
a round of chemotherapy, I’m forced to shift into

monotasking mode. I seem able to monotask a one-
on-one conversation, or watch a sporting event on
TV, or look at all the birds in the birdfeeders, or
monotask a glorious nap, but beyond that, I’m lim-
ited. When I try to do 2 or more things at once it
doesn’t go well. For example, I went to lunch with
a friend the other day to try some innocuous side
dishes (I had about 20% of my taste buds left) but
when it was my time to order I had trouble reading off
the board menu and simultaneously articulating my
order (it was the somewhat complicated 3-sides plat-
ter); my friend had to jump in and order for me. Of
course, he gave me gentle grief about it afterwards in
his soft-spoken way and I monotasked a good laugh. I
struggled more recently at breakfast with another
friend, where I called pancakes “omelet” and hash
browns “tater tots” before expertly correcting myself
while ignoring my friend’s snickering. Another exam-
ple: I would never attempt to drive with chemo brain.
I cannot imagine how my brain could ever process
approaching cars in other lanes while at the same time
monitoring side mirrors and the rear mirror and pe-
destrians and bicyclists and my speed and the speed
limits and any left or right turns and blinkers and
brakes and.no way.and don’t even mention the
radio. I have gained new respect for Bonnie’s driving
and will now try to offer fewer instructions from the
passenger seat when she’s behind the wheel. No
promises, though. I’ve even gone so far as to recali-
brate my opinion of my 75-year-old dad’s driving
ability. What I do know is, for me with chemo brain,
I will not get behind the wheel. Soon enough, the
extreme fatigue and painful stomatitis of chemo over-
whelms the other expected side effects: going for car
rides is minimized, and meals become Ensure Plus
butter pecan.

I’d like to make the case now that our world these
days needs more monotasking and that it shouldn’t
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take a cognitive state of chemo brain or something
similar to make that happen. Voluntary monotasking
should happen much more often during our days, just
like in the good old days before all this technology.
We try, for example, to talk with our kids without
them having their phones out; we’re sometimes suc-
cessful, and often not. Bonnie and I might explain to
them how important it is to learn how to converse
without simultaneously snapchatting their friends,
only to receive a “Huh?” or half-hearted “Okay,” as
they look up from their phones hidden in the lap.
Family dinner, without phones, is a great time to
monotask a good conversation (well I guess it’s
duo-tasking if you’re also shoving food in your
mouth, but you get my point). A kid playing in the
yard with a friend is great monotasking. Sitting down
in a TV-less room with another person is quality time.
Driving around town (sans chemo brain and sans
radio and cell phone) with your child is a nice oppor-
tunity too. So that’s my plea to all of you: don’t wait
for chemo brain to monotask. Find a nice balance in
your day for some enriching multitasking and some
equally enriching monotasking. Everything in mod-
eration. And residents and fellows, when I get back to
work, now that I’ve gone public about all this, keep
me honest and be sure I turn off my computer mon-
itor when you talk to me about anything!

Radiation treatment to my sinuses, with the exit
radiation traveling through my brain, is planned
next, and makes monotasking nearly impossible,

with difficult-to-describe cognitive effects. The clos-
est I could put it when doing it in 2013 was that “I
did not feel human.” It’s as if 90% of my nerve
synapses and neurotransmitters stop working. It’s
as if it’s only the most rudimentary part of the brain
that works, fortunately including my brainstem.
Fatigue is extreme. My idea might be: Walk into
another room to get something. My decision: Pass.
My new idea: “Bonnie, can you please get me the...
umm...I forget. I’m going to close my eyes now.”
Sticking with the multitask and monotask theme of
this post, perhaps I’m able to, what, “minitask” (or
“nanotask”) during radiation treatment? You’ll
probably need to ask my family and friends what
best to call it.

It goes without saying that I don’t wish sickness on
any of you. But after reading this, please try to look at
your patients even more closely, as friends, as humans,
for whom you have utmost kindness and concern and
for whom you can express this to them, even on your
busiest days. Monotask that, rather than doing so while
clicking the electronic records. Your care extends well
beyond examinations, tests, and prescriptions. Enjoy
your life and keep improving the lives of your patients.
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